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In this paper, we present a Simulated _Evolution _Gate-Matrix_ layout Algorithm (SEGMA) for synthesizing CMOS
random logic modules. The gate-matrix layout problem is solved as a one-dimensional transistor gates placement
problem. Given a placement of all the transistor gates, simulated evolution offers a systematic method to improve
the quality of the layout that is measured by the number of tracks needed for the given netlist. This is accomplished
by identifying a subset of gates whose relative placements are deemed "poor quality" according to a heuristic
criterion. By rearranging the placement of these identified subsets of gates, it is hoped that a gate placement with
better quality, meaning fewer tracks, may emerge. Since this method enables the current "generation" of gate
placement to evolve into a more advanced one in a way similar to the biological evolution process, this method
is called simulated evolution. To apply simulated evolution to solve the gate-matrix layout problem, we propose
a novel heuristic criterion, called randomized quality factor, which facilitates the judicious selection of the subset
of poor quality gates. Several carefully devised and tested strategies are also implemented. Extensive simulation
results indicate that SEGMA is producing very compact gate-matrix layouts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ate-matrix layout [1] is a systematic CMOS lay-
out methodology. With its regular structure

and relatively high gate density, it has been adopted
by a number of automatic layout and leaf-cell module
generation systems [2]. In this paper, we propose a
novel approach to solve the gate-matrix layout prob-
lem based on a recently introduced combinatorial
optimization paradigm called simulated evolution
(SE). With simulated evolution, a design (gate-
matrix layout) is iteratively refined in a way similar
to the biological evolution process: Each generation
(design version) evolves to the next by a) dismantling
a portion of the current solution; b) reconstructing
a new design; and c) evolving to the new design if it
satisfies certain acceptance criteria. Otherwise the
new design is discarded and a new trial will be made.
In each iteration of a SE based algorithm, two key
steps are performed:

(a) Selection" A portion of the current design will
be identified as "bad genes" according to cer-
tain heuristic criteria. This portion of design

is blamed for contributing to the poor quality
of the overall design, and hence it will be dis-
mantled.

(b) Evolution: A new design will be constructed
based on the remaining partial design. Evo-
lution occurs if the new design satisfies the
acceptance criteria.

Depending on different applications, the actual
implementations of the SE method may be quite dif-
ferent. The SE method has been applied to the stan-
dard cell placement problem in a package called ESP
[3]. In ESP, the "goodness" of each cell is defined
as the average of the net placement value of all the
nets connecting to that cell. The selection of a cell
to be re-placed is accomplished by comparing the
goodness of that cell with a random number. Hence
the number of cells being selected in each iteration
is random. The evolution (allocation) phase is further
divided into early, intermediate, and final stages with
different heuristic strategies. Later, in [4], a divide-
and-conquer strategy is employed to reduce the
search complexity. In applying the SE method to
partitioning problems, Saab and Rao [5] suggested
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different implementation strategies to handle a num-
ber of constraints. A new design is generated by two
subsequent steps: migration and distribution. A new
stopping heuristic is also introduced.

Lin et al. proposed a simulated evolution router
SILK to solve switchbox routing problems [6]. In
SILK, the cost of each net also includes the number
of violations of the routing rules. A feasible solution
is generated only when there are no rule violations.
A post-optimization is included to reduce the total
wire length and the number of vias after a feasible
solution is reached.
The simulated evolution algorithm is closely re-

lated to Genetic algorithm (GA) [7]. Fourman [8]
and Cohoon and Paris [9] have applied GA to solve
various VLSI system design problems. Another rel-
evant iterative improvement approach is Simulated
Annealing (SA) [10]. The relations among SE, SA,
and GA have been discussed in [3].
SEGMA is an application of SE to permutation

problems. Two novel search strategies have been de-
veloped: First, in SEGMA, a new selection criterion
called randomized quality factor is developed. The
quality factor is a heuristic criterion for evaluating
the quality of placement of individual gates. By ran-
domizing the quality factor, we are able to blend the
gradient based greedy search strategy with the ran-
dom search strategy inherent in the SE algorithm.
The purpose is to preserve search efficiency while
enhancing the chance to reach a globally optimal
solution. Second, in SEGMA, evolution to a new
generation will take place as long as the quality of
the new design (generation) is equal to or better than
the current one. We note in previous SE implemen-
tation only better new designs were accepted. Intu-
itively, accepting an equal quality design allows
SEGMA to explore more design space, and hence
enhance the opportunity to converge to a globally
optimal solution. Again, we are seeking a compro-
mise between search efficiency and globally optimal
solution. Extensive simulation results indicate these
novel strategies appear to be very effective for en-
hancing the performance of SEGMA at moderate
computing overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

gate-matrix layout problems are characterized in sec-
tion II. Several existing gate-matrix layout methods
are reviewed in this section. In section III, SEGMA
is presented to solve CMOS gate-matrix layout prob-
lems. Convergence analysis and benchmark experi-
ments are discussed in section IV. Empirical evalu-
ations of different implementation strategies of
SEGMA are presented in section V.

2 THE GATE MATRIX LAYOUT
PROBLEM

The symbolic representation of the gate-matrix lay-
out of a two-input NAND circuit in Figure l(a) is
depicted in Figure l(b). The transistors are separated
into two groups. P-channel MOS transistors are sit-
uated at the top portion of the layout. N-channel
MOS transistors are at the bottom portion. The ori-
entations of all transistors are arranged such that the
diffusion and metal wires are laid horizontally and
polysilicon wires vertically. Three segments of metal
wire ml, m2 and m3 enable the connection specified
in Figure l(a). The metal-diffusion contacts and
metal-polysilicon contacts are represented by the
same symbol of small black squares.

In the gate-matrix layout style, the layout can be
regarded as a transistor matrix using polysilicon and
metal wires to connect corresponding transistors. In
the terminology convention of MOS circuits, the ver-
tical polysilicon wire corresponds to the gate of an
MOS transistor or to an output. There are three
"gates" a, b and y in Figure l(b). The diffusion areas
on both sides of each gate form the drain and source
of the MOS transistor respectively.
An abstract representation of the layout in Figure

l(b) is shown in Figure l(c). The vertical lines stand
for gates and horizontal lines for metals. No two
different metal wires can be connected or overlap
with each other. The circles in the intersection are
metal to diffusion, or metal to polysilicon contacts.
The validity of this simplified representation is ex-
plained in [11]. By convention, the horizontal wires
are called nets in this abstract gate-matrix layout rep-
resentation. The vertical wires are called gates.
D.K. Hwang et al. proposed the other represen-

tation of nets for gate-matrix layout, called dynamic
netlist [12]. In order to demonstrate how to apply SE
to the gate-matrix layout problem and to compare
with our previous gate-matrix layout algorithms [19,
30], we use static netlist representation in this paper.
The realization of a gate-matrix layout requires

the solution of two sub-problems: placing gates in a
linear array of slots and routing nets along horizontal
tracks. Since the number of gates (slots) is fixed, the
design objective is to select an appropriate ordering
of gates to minimize the total number of tracks
needed to route all the nets.

2.1 Definitions

To facilitate further discussion, a number of terms
related to gate-matrix layout will be defined below.
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FIGURE Representations of gate-matrix layout. (a) CMOS NAND logic circuit. (b) Symbolic representation of gate-matrix layout.
(c) Simplified representation of gate-matrix layout.

Definition 1: G {gl, g2, gn} is the set of
gates (transistors of MOS FET) in a gate-matrix lay-
out. The number of gates is denoted by n.

Definition 2: N {n l, n2, nm} is the set of
nets in a gate-matrix layout. The number of nets is
denoted by m.

Definition 3: G(ni) is the set of gates to which the
net ni will connect. N(&) is the set of nets that connect
to the gate gi. The minimum length of n equals to
IG(ni)l I where IG(ni)l is the number of elements
in the set G(ni).

Definition 4: S is the set of slots to which the gates
will be assigned. In particular, ISI n. s O, 1,
...,n-1.

Definition 5: f: G S is a one to one mapping
function that assigns a slot for each gate. In partic-
ular, f(gi) Si.

Definition 6: L(ni’, f) f(gR) f(gl) is the length
of the net n under the mapping function f, where
g and g are rightmost gate (with the largest slot
number) and the leftmost gate (with the smallest slot
number) respectively.

Definition 7: R(&; f) is the set of nets that physi-
cally cross over the gate gi without connecting to g
according to the mapping function f.

Definition 8: n(gi; f) IN(gi)l + IR(gi; f)l is de-
fined as the height of gate gi. H(f) max H(&; f)
is the overall track usage of the corresponding gate-
matrix layout according to the mapping function f.

With the above definitions, the gate-matrix layout
problem can be formally stated as follows: Given a
netlist specified by a NG set, find a mapping function

f such that H(f) is minimized.

Lower bound of track number: Note that

H(f) max{IR(gi; f)l + IN(gi)l}
gi-G

>-- max{lN(gi)]}
giU-G

(2.1)

Hence max{[N(gi)[} serves as a lower bound of the
gate-matrix layout. If a gate assignment function f
satisfies H(f) maxea{IN(gi)l}, then it is an optimal
gate placement.
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2.2 Existing Gate-Matrix Layout Methods

2.2.1 Constructive methods Constructive methods
produce a complete layout based on a partial layout.
Constructive algorithms are typically divided into the
following classes: (1) graph-theoretic approach, (2)
hierarchical approach, (3) branch-and-bound tech-
nique, and (4) artificial intelligence (A.I.) approach.

(1) Graph-theoretic approach: Ohtsuki et al. [13]
used a graph-theoretic approach and formu-
lated the problem into an interval graph prob-
lem. Wing [14, 11] proposed a solution by find-
ing a minimal augmentation to transform a
connection graph, which is derived from the
topology of the given circuit, into an interval
graph. Another similar heuristic approach was
presented by Li [15], in which he found the
minimal augmentation on a "Vertex-versus-
Dominant-Gates" matrix. In addition to this
interval graph based approach, Cheng [16]
proposed a min-cut algorithm and Hwang et
al. [12] used a "modified min-net-cut" method
to solve this linear placement problem.

(2) Hierarchical approach: This approach was
proposed by Yamada et al. [17] who used a
heuristic algorithm based on hierarchical con-
traction of nets. The original problem is par-
titioned into multiple levels in a bottom-up
manner by contracting multiterminal nets.
Then the gate assignment at each level is de-
termined in a top-down manner.

(3) Branch-and-bound technique: This technique
was proposed by Asano [18] to prevent ex-
haustive search in order to find an optimal net
ordering. The gate sequence can be derived
from the net ordering in a straightforward
manner. By using node denomination, the un-
necessary branching can be avoided. The
bounding operation is done by comparing the
minimum track usage achieved during the
search process. It has been proved that optimal
solution can always be found using this ap-
proach. However, the execution time will
grow very fast for large size circuit.

(4) Artificial intelligence approach: Artificial in-
telligence has growing popularity in various
applications. Hu and Chen proposed a plan-
ning-based gate matrix layout algorithm,
called GM_Plan, which combines the gate
placement and net routing into a single prob-
lem solving loop [19]. The overall goal of gate
matrix layout consists of many subgoals each
of which corresponds to the placement of a

gate to a slot, and to the routing of associated
nets connecting to that gate. As different nets
compete for track usage, these subgoals inter-
act with each other rendering suboptimal so-
lutions. The interaction among subgoals is
managed with two artificial intelligence plan-
ning techniques: hierarchical subgoal organi-
zation and meta-planning policies. Two meta-
planning policies--graceful retreat and least
impact--are used to guide the search process.

2.2.2 Iterative methods Iterative methods attempt
to improve a complete layout by producing a new
better one. Constructive layout algorithms are nor-
mally used for initial layout, and are usually followed
by iterative algorithms. A good constructive initial
layout helps the iterative algorithm produce best so-
lution sooner. Iterative algorithms are typically di-
vided into the following classes: (1) Pairwise inter-
change, (2) Simulated Annealing (SA), (3) Iterative
Learning approach, and (4) Genetic algorithm (GA).

(2)

(3)

(4)

Pairwise interchange: There are iterative al-
gorithms that attempt to repeatedly improve
gate-matrix layout solutions through pairwise
interchange of gates [20, 21].
Simulated Annealing: Simulated Annealing,
proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [10], is a general
combinatorial optimization technique that
uses a stochastic hill-climbing method to
search for optimal solutions. The Timerwolf
package used in the standard cell placement
problem, which is based on SA, has proven to
be an effective tool for small- and medium-
size designs and has been widely used. Other
implementation for gate matrix layout has
been reported in [22]. It is noted that such an
implementation requires careful tuning of
some control parameters to achieve good re-
sults [23, 24].
Iterative Learning approach" GM_LEARN
[30], is an iterative approach based on GM_
Plan. Two A.I. learning technologies, rote
learning and learning by parameter adjust-
ment, are employed. The trapezoid rules used
in GM_LEARN are the simple learning de-
vices incorporating some averaging technique.
By repeatedly applying GM-Plan with differ-
ent weights, better gate-matrix layout can be
obtained.

Genetic algorithm: Genetic algorithm was de-
veloped by John Holland [7]. Genetic algo-
rithms are search algorithms based on the me-
chanics of natural selection and natural
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genetics. They combine survival of the fittest
among string structures with a structured yet
randomized information exchange to form a
search algorithm. In every generation, a new
set of artificial creatures (strings) is created
using bits and pieces of the fittest of the old;
an occasional new part is tried for good mea-
sure. Kotliar and Tabtieng recently reported
the application of Genetic algorithm to gate-
matrix layout [25].

2.2.3 Gate-matrix partitioning Larger circuits can
be laid out by several gate-matrix cells with better
aspect ratio and smaller layout area [26]. Huente-
mann and Baitinger proposed an approach for gate-
matrix synthesis by partitioning an EDIF logical net-
work description into gate-matrix "macrocells" for
gate-matrix layout generator [27].

3 SIMULATED EVOLUTION GATE-
MATRIX LAYOUT ALGORITHM

A block diagram of SEGMA is depicted in Figure
2. The program is written in C, running on SUN
SPARC/SLC under SUN OS version 4.1 with 8
Mbyte main memory. A pseudo-code description of
the SEGMA algorithm is presented in appendix A.
SEGMA begins with a random placement of gates.
The nets connecting to the gates are then routed
using the routine Route_nets which implements the
left-edge-first algorithm [28]. This initial layout
serves as a starting point for the following iterations
(Evolution). By generating a new gate sequence from
the current generation using a heuristic method to
be described below, the quality of the gate-matrix
layout is expected to be gradually improved from
one generation to the next. The search process will
be terminated when predefined termination criteria
are satisfied.

Read Circuit

Initialization
Initi,’d gate placement

Route Nets

Update the best Restore the best
generation generation

stop criteria
satisfied

Y
Report Result

FIGURE 2 Block diagram of SEGMA.

Evolution

net connection length to that gate. The underlying
rationale is that if each gate requires minimum net
length, the track usage can be reduced as well. To
facilitate presentation, we give the following defini-
tions.

Definition 9: The compactness ratio of a net
V(ni; f) is defined as the ratio of its minimum length
over its length L(ni; f) < n 1 under the current
gate placement function f. That is

3.1 Selection Criterion and Gate Quality
Evaluation

V(n,; f)
IG(ni)l- 1

L(ni; f)

To apply the simulated evolution search strategy, we
need to identify a subset of transistor gates and blame
them for causing excessive usage of tracks. This is
not easy. While the track usage is dictated by the
placement of all the transistor gates, it is not obvious
how they are related with respect to the placement
of an individual transistor gate. To overcome this
difficulty, in SEGMA, we propose to assess the qual-
ity of the placement of an individual gate based on

From the definition above, we have

[O(ni)l- 1 1
1>- V(n; ) >-

_
(31)

n-1 n-1

A net rt is compact if V(rti; f) 1. if a net is less
compact (i.e., V(rti; IG(n31 1/(n 1)), it
runs over many gates without connecting to them,
causing significant waste of track space.
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Intuitively, the more compact each net becomes,
the more likely fewer tracks will be needed. The
compactness of the nets can be used as a criterion
to measure the quality of the relative placement of
each gate under a placement function f.

Definition 10: The quality factor of a gate g, de-
noted by Q(g; f), is defined as the average of com-
pactness ratio of the nets in the set N(g). That is,

help preventing the solution from trapping into a
local minimum. (2) If Q(g; f) < Q(g; f) then

prob{Qr(gi; f) < Qr(gj; f)}

1 + [Q(gi;f) Q(gi;f)]

> prob{Qr(gi; f) > Qr(gj; f)}

1 f) Q(gi; f)]

Q(gi; f) niN(g’) (3.2)

Substituting (3.1) into (3.2), we have

1
1 >- Q(gi; f) > (3 3)

rt- 1

The placement of a gate under f is of high quality
if all the nets connecting to it are sufficiently com-
pact. Those gates with poor qualities are likely to be
in the wrong slots and thus probably should be re-
placed.
For standard-cell placement problems, a similar

definition of the quantity 1 Q(g; f) has been
utilized in ESP as the probability that each cell may
be selected in the evaluation phase. At the begin-
ning, when most of the cells have poor quality, more
cells will be selected. Upon convergence, when most
of cells have higher quality, fewer cells will be se-
lected. However, the actual number of cells selected
is random and cannot be easily predicted for a spe-
cific problem. Due to the different nature of the gate-
matrix layout problems, a different strategy is de-
veloped in SEGMA: Before gates are selected, the
quality factor of each gate is added to a random
number uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. The sum
is defined as the randomized quality factor Qr(gi; f)
of gate g. This randomization step serves two pur-
poses: (1) With the randomized quality factor, every
gate will have a non-zero probability to be selected
for placement. From inequality (3.3), we have

prob{Qr(gi; f) < Qr(g); f)

prob{Q(gi; f) + ri < Q(g; f) + ri}

Q(gj; f) Q(gi; f) + 1 >-
n-1

>0

even with Q(gi; f) 1 for random numbers ri and
r uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1]. This will

In other words, poor quality gates are more likely
to be selected. Thus the randomization strategy used
in SEGMA strives to seek a balance between two
conflict objectives: seeking globally optimal solution
and enhancing search efficiency.
One the randomized quality factor for each tran-

sistor gate is evaluated, all the transistor gates will
be sorted according to their randomized quality fac-
tors in ascending order. A predetermined number of
gates (referred to as the window size b thereafter)
with lower scores will be selected into a queue. The
nets originally connected to these b gates will be
disconnected. In SEGMA we set window size b
0.25 x n, where n is the total number of gates.
Previously, a random window size was used in both
ESP [3] and SILK [6] as the part of selection criteria.
Although ours is a fixed window size, the randomi-
zation of the quality factor guarantees that every gate
has a chance to be selected provided b -> 2. We have
also investigated the strategy of the decreasing and
expanding window size as the iteration progresses.
According to our experience, the decreasing window
size strategy performs similarly to the fixed window
size strategy except the circuit "wl" in the gate-
matrix layout benchmark problems we have tested.
Compared with these two strategies, an expanding
window strategy often yields worse results.

3.2 Allocation Strategy

After the lower-quality gates are evicted, the re-
maining gates will stay in their assigned slots with
the b emptied slots interlaced between them. The
selected gates then will be redeployed back to these
slots one by one, starting from the gate with the
lowest score.
To place a gate g, we calculate, for each emptied

slot, an estimated quality factor )(gw; f) when gw is
placed into that slot. This is an estimated quality fac-
tor because not all gates have been placed. Certain
nets may have not been connected to all the gates
specified in their gate set G(ni) after the selection
process. Some nets may even be completely missing
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due to the eviction of gates which they connect to.
Therefore O(gw; f) - Q(gw; f) where Q(gw; f) is the
original quality factor before randomization.

After all the emptied slots have been tried, the
slot which yields the maximum estimated quality fac-
tor (gw; f) will be designated for placing gw, and
the nets having contacts with gw, will be reconnected.
Then we proceed to place the next gates in the queue.
This process is repeated until all the gates in the
queue are placed. Then the left-edge-first algorithm
will be applied to route all the nets. Thus we have
a new design.
Note that the allocation strategy makes use of a

greedy heuristic which always places a gate into a
slot with maximum estimated quality factor. An al-
ternative approach would be to randomize the esti-
mated quality factor by adding it to a random number
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, just like the
randomized quality factor used during the selection
process. We choose the greedy heuristic approach
over the randomized approach for the benefit of
performance. A simulation comparing these two
schemes is given in section V.

3.3 Acceptance Criterion for Evolving into a New
Generation

After a new design is generated, we must decide
whether to evolve into the new design. In SEGMA
a new layout will replace the current best layout (cur-
rent generation) if it uses equal or fewer tracks than
the current layout. Otherwise this new design will be
discarded and the current generation remains the
same.
Although inherently this acceptance strategy is a

greedy heuristic algorithm, it is, in fact, not quite so.
To illustrate this, we have conducted an experiment
using exhaustive searching to find all the possible
gate-matrix layouts of the circuit shown in Figure
3(a) (7! 5040 in this case). The frequency distri-
bution of layouts with specific total net length and
track number is plotted in Figure 3(b). Also, the
conditional probability of the optimal solution (track
number 5) for a given total net length is depicted
in Figure 3(c). From this figure, two observations
can be made: a) Layouts with the same track number
have a large variation in term of net lengths, b) The
smaller the total net length, the higher the proba-
bility that the track number will also be smaller. Al-
though we only accept layout with equal or fewer
tracks, those layouts may still use longer total wire
lengths. Since the quality factor is defined on the
compactness of the wire length, a new design having

longer wire length (even use equal or fewer tracks)
can be regarded as one having inferior quality.
Again, as we have repeatedly emphasized, this ac-
cepting strategy represent a compromise between the
two conflicting goals of searching for globally optimal
solution and enhancing search efficiency.

3.4 Termination Criteria

Two termination criteria are devised to determine
whether to terminate the evolution iterations:

1) Terminate the evolution iteration if the lower
bound of the track number (cf. equation (2.1))
is attained. The maximum number of nets con-
necting to a single gate is a lower bound (not
necessarily always the tightest) of the track
number. When this lower bound is reached, an
optimal solution is obtained. Note that for some
circuits the globally optimal solution may need
more tracks than this lower bound. In this case,
this termination criterion will never be satisfied.

2) Terminate the evolution iteration if the circuit
has not been improved for R 20 n con-
secutive iterations. A variable c is used to help
determine if this criterion is met. Initially c
R. When a new design fails to be accepted as
a new generation, c is decreased by 1. Other-
wise, c c + R. This strategy is based on the
heuristic that an improvement in the evolu-
tionary course is a good indication that an im-
provement is likely to occur soon.

If neither of these criteria is satisfied, the next
evolution iteration will commence. When a new de-
sign fails to be accepted as a new generation in the
previous iteration, we must perform the gate selec-
tion from the same generation of gate-matrix layout
as in the previous iteration. Note that the random-
ization of the quality factor makes it almost impos-
sible to select exactly the same set of gates in suc-
cessive iterations. To avoid excessive computing
time, a cop on the total executing time or the total
number of iterations can be also incorporated.

4 COMPLEXITY ANALYSES,
BENCHMARK RESULTS, AND
CONVERGENCE

4.1 Complexity Analysis

Several notations will be used in the following anal-
ysis. /3 maxgilN(gi) I. y max,utG(nl. The
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FIGURE 3 The relation between total net length and track usage. (a) The gate-matrix layout of the circuit. (b) The frequency
distribution of layouts with specific total net length and track number. (c) The conditional probability of the optimal solution for a
given total net length.
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Circuit

No. of
gates
Ial

wan [31] 7
wli [15] 10
wl [14] 21
w2p [19] 33

v4470 [29] 47
x0 [321 48
w3 [311 70
w3n [19] 70
w3p [19] 70
no8 [17] 85
w4 [31] 141

TABLE
Comparison of Track Usage

No. of Results of
SEGMA

nets others Best of 5 runs Worst of 5 runs
INI n(f) H(f) Time(sec) H(f) Time(sec)

8 *6 [31] *6 0.02 *6 0.08
11 *4 [15] *4 0.05 *4 0.72
18 *4 [14] *4 2.48 6 0.45
39 15 [19] "14 1.55 "14 3.98
37 11 [30] 9 128.42 11 71.55
40 13 [30] 11 85.06 13 2.87
84 21 [19] 20 2760.22 24 297.70
130 41 [19] 28 1425.64 31 2001.80
130 32 [19] 27 1865.71 31 1437.20
96 23 [17] 20 322.08 22 206.90
202 34 [30] 30 1243.30 37 2537.40

(*optimal solution)

track usage in a gate-matrix layout is denoted by t.
The maximum number of selected gates is k. Ob-
viously, n -> 7, m -> ->/3, and k n/2.

Since the number of iterations is hard to predict and
is determined by (1) the complexity of the circuits, (2)
the effectiveness of the evolution process, (3) the initial
condition, and (4) the termination criteria. Thus, our
analysis will focus on the complexity analysis of each
iteration. That is, the complexity of the while loop in
the routine Evolution in Appendix A.

Refer to the while loop in the Evolution routine.
The routine Select_gates and Sort_gates are merged
into one routine in our implementation. In this rou-
tine, to calculate the quality factors of the gates takes
O(n8) time units. To sort the gates in the queue takes
O(n log n) time units. To place gates in the routine
Allocate_gates takes O(n2) time units. To route nets
in the routine Route_nets takes O(nt) time units.
The routine Update_gate_sequence and Restore_gate
_sequence take O(m) time units. Of all the routines,
it seems that the routine Route_nets that takes
O(nt) time units is the most complicated one. How-
ever, as mentioned before,/3 is a small constant in
most cases and grows more slowly than n. O(n2)
should be larger than O(nt) in most cases. There-
fore we conclude that the complexity of an iteration
in SEGMA is O(n2) where n is the number of gates.

4.2 Benchmark Tests

Eleven circuits have been tested to compare SEGMA
with existing known gate-matrix layout algorithms.

The objective is to verify that SEGMA is capable of
finding the best design inca reasonable amount of
time. The results are listed in Table I. The entries
in the "circuit" column give the names and refer-
ences of the corresponding circuits. The entries in
the "Results of others H(f)" column give the best
known results to date. The entries in the "Best of 5
runs ofSEGMA H(f)" and "Worst5 runs ofSEGMA
H(f)" are taken as the best and the worst results out
of five runs of each circuit. The time is measured in
seconds.
Note that SEGMA consistently produces the best

results for all the 11 circuits. As an illustration, the
circuit "w2p" shown in Figure 4 is optimal because
the track usage reaches its lower bound.

4.3 Comparison with the Simulated Annealing
Method

As mentioned earlier in this paper, simulated evo-
lution and simulation annealing are both stochastic
search algorithms with different search strategies.
Hence, it would be instructive to compare the per-
formance of SEGMA with a simulated annealing
based gate-matrix layout algorithm in terms of both
convergence rate and final track usage.
We chose to use a single-loop SA algorithm rather

than a double loop implementation as the latter per-
forms poorly compared with the single loop formu-
lation. A generic pseudo-code listing of the single
loop SA algorithm is given below:

Simulated__Annealing (i0, T0) {
T T0; /* To is initial temperature */

i0; /* i0 is an initial state */
while (stopping criterion is not satisfied) {

generate (i); /* is a generated new state */
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Circuit: "w2t:" IGI=33
]H]=14 LOWER BOUND=f4

IllLIII

FIGURE 4 Optimal layout result of circuit "w2p."

it (accept(c(i), c(j), T))i j;
T update (T);

accept(c(i), c(j), T) {
Ac c(j) c(i);
y a(ac, T)
r random(0, 1);
if (r < y) return(TRUE);
else return(FALSE);

The SA based gate-matrix layout algorithm has been
carefully fine-tuned to produce the best result. In the
module generate, we interchange the placement of
two gates with lowest quality factors to generate a
new state. Assuming fl is the mapping function for
state and f2 for state j, the cost function c(i)
H(fO and c(j) H(f2). In the accept function, a(Ac,
T) 1, if Ac -< 0, otherwise a(Ac, T) = e-ac/r). If
y is greater than a random number ranging from 0
to 1, the accept function return TRUE (FALSE oth-
erwise). In function update, T e-or/ro) where/3
0.9. The initial temperature is calculated as To INI

max{IN(g)l}. The initial state i0 is randomly as-
signed. The stopping criteria are: (1) the temperature
Tis reduced to final temperature Tor (2) the optimal
solution is reached.

/* judge the acceptance of state */
/* update temperature */

Because the first stopping criteria of SE and SA
are different, only the first stopping criterion which
terminates the iterations when the track number used
is equal to the lower bound of the circuit, is used
here for fair comparison. Four circuits, whose lower
bound are known, are used in this experiment. The
results are illustrated in Table II. Iterations, execu-
tion time, and the percentage of the optimal solutions
the algorithms can produce are recorded for SE and
SA. The iteration and execution time are only the
averages of producing twenty optimal solutions. A
speedup defined as time of SA over time of SE is
also calculated. If counting the capability to produce
optimal solutions, the SE will outperform SA more
than the results listed in Table II.
To illustrate the relationship between determin-

istic method, SEGMA, and simulated annealing
method, a further experiment is introduced. A large
circuit "no8" is laid out by three kinds of available
algorithms: deterministic methods GM_Plan [19]
and net contraction method [17], the simulated ev-
olution based method SEGMA, and the SA method
with /3 0.99. The distribution of track number

Circuit

wl
w2p
wli
wan

TABLE II
Benchmark Results for Number of Iterations

Iterations Time (s) % of Iterations Time (s)
of SA of SA Optima of SE of SE

% of
Optima Speedup

10074 67.92 12.5 284 3.33
1021 25.84 100 125 4.96
148 0.46 40 53 0.28
21 0.052 100 10 0.038

87.5 204.9
100 5.21
95 1.78
100 1.37
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FIGURE 5 The track usage of the circuit "no8" by using SE,
SA, and deterministic methods.

versus iteration time is depicted in Figure 5. We ob-
serve that deterministic methods can generate a lay-
out very fast but the layout quality is not always the
best, and cannot be easily improved. SA will find
better layouts given sufficiently long search time. But
its convergence rate is too slow to be practical for
many applications. SEGMA seems to offer the best
of these two extremes as it produces best results at
moderate cost of computing time.

In Figure 5, the circuit "no8" is tested ten times
by using SE and SA respectively. SA can layout the
circuit by using fewer tracks than GM_Plan in ex-
pense of the execution time. Impressively, SE in this
test outperforms SA both in the layout quality and
execution time. It is proved that SA can always find
optimal solution if the execution time is long enough.
In this case, SA can layout the circuit with the same
quality with SE by taking more time. Note that the
time restriction for SA is 104 seconds. The con-
tracted-net method is a special design for the circuit
"no8." This result cannot be treated as the average
one generated by deterministic methods.

4.4 Convergence Analysis

Being an iterative algorithm, it is necessary to discuss
the convergence properties of the SEGMA algo-
rithm. In this section, we will establish conditions
under which SEGMA will converge to the globally
optimal solution in probability when infinite number
of iterations are allowed.

Kling et al. [4] has established the global conver-
gence of the SE algorithm by modeling the evolution
process as a Markov chain. We would like to argue

that the global convergence of SEGMA can also be
established similarly with some modification of the
currently implemented search strategy. For this pur-
pose, we regard each particular gate placement as a
state in Markov chain. The transition from one state
to the other is done in two subsequent places: First,
b (->2) gates are selected. Next, these selected gates
will be reassigned to the b emptied slots. The new
state will differ from the old state in at most b gate
positions. Thus, each state is able to make transition
into neighboring states with non-zero probability.
One may show that such a state transition makes up
an ergodic Markov chain in which the probability to
make a sequence of transitions from any initial state
to any of the globally optimal states is greater than
zero. Therefore, the global convergence can be es-
tablished.
The key to prove the global convergence is that

state transition probability to the neighboring states
are non-zero. The current formulation of SEGMA
does not always guarantee this condition. In partic-
ular, the use of deterministic estimated quality factor
to perform allocation, and the criteria to accept only
equal or better new design as the new generation
may prevent the transition to some neighboring
states from the current state. Therefore, strictly
speaking, SEGMA is not guaranteed to converge to
the globally optimal solution. On the other hand, by
introducing randomization during the selection
phase, SEGMA exhibits excellent layout results
compared with those obtained from the other greedy
algorithms.

5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGIES

5.1 Initial Gate Placement

In this section, we would like to investigate the ef-
fects of the quality of the initial gate-matrix layout
on (a) the quality of the final gate-matrix layout and
(b) the convergence rate of SEGMA. We use the
circuit "wl" as an example. In this experiment, we
use six different initial conditions where five of the
initial track numbers are equal to 5, 6, 8, 10, 13
respectively. The sixth has its initial track number
randomly chosen from the set of 5, 6, 8, 10,13. For
each of the six different initial conditions, 100 in-
dependent runs of SEGMA are performed, and the
corresponding execution time and final track number
are recorded. The results are summarized in Figure
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FIGURE 6 Distributions of execution time versus initial track numbers.
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FIGURE 7 Distribution of final track number versus initial track number.

6 (a) to (f). In these Figures, the distribution of ex-
ecution time (measured in seconds) is plotted for
each of the six initial conditions. The dotted vertical
line is the average execution time for the given initial
condition. Clearly, better initial layouts (fewer initial
tracks) yield faster convergence of SEGMA. How-
ever, since generally it is difficult to assess how good
an initial gate-matrix layout is, using a random initial
gate placement is not likely to significantly prolong
the convergence.

In Figure 7, the distribution of the final track num-
ber versus the initial track number is plotted. It turns
out that all simulation runs return a final track num-
ber of 4 or 5 in this example. Generally speaking,
when the initial condition is sufficiently close to the
optimal one, there seems to be a higher probability
that the result will also be optimal. Again, on av-
erage, the random initial condition strategy adopted
in SEGMA will be comparable to the average per-
formance when the initial conditions are specifically
selected. Same experiments performed on other cir-
cuits yields similar results. Thus we conclude that
unless sufficient evidence indicates that the initial
condition is close to the optimal one, the random
initial condition used in SEGMA should be satisfac-
tory.

5.2 Deterministic vs. Randomized Allocation
Strategy

In section 3.2, we mentioned that randomized allo-
cation strategy can be implemented by randomizing
the estimated quality factors.
To compare the deterministic allocation strategy

with the stochastic allocation strategy, we conduct
the following experiment: We choose three circuits
"wl," ’v4470," and "no8," and repeat the experi-
ment 20 times for each circuit with each of the two
allocation strategies. The results are summarized in
Figure 8 in which the distribution of the final track
numbers of these two allocation methods are plotted.
Clearly, the deterministic allocation strategy outper-
forms the stochastic allocation strategy by a wide
margin. This observation justifies our decision to bias
toward the deterministic allocation strategy.

5.3 Comparison ofthe Two Acceptance Strategies
to Accept a New Design

Our objective is to compare the effectiveness of the
two acceptance strategiesthat is, accepting a new
design only when it is better than the current gen-
eration versus accepting a new design as long as it is
as good as the current generation. We have selected
three circuits, "wl" (small), "v4470" (middle), and
"no8" (large), to test. Each strategy has been tried
twenty times on each of these three circuits. The
distribution of the final track usage is summarized in
Figures 9(a), (b), and (c). We observe that for these
three circuits the equal or better acceptance strategy
used in SEGMA leads to better results for the gate-
matrix layout problem.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A novel iterative gate-matrix layout algorithm based
on a simulated evolution approach has been pro-
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posed in this paper. Specifically,

we described the implementation details of the
package SEGMA.
we proposed a novel heuristic criterion to iden-
tify individual transistor gates whose placement

locations are inferior. This criterion enables the
application of the simulated evolution method.

we developed several effective implementation
strategies which leads to very satisfied results as
verified with benchmark test.

APPENDIX A

The routines of SEGMA are listed as follows:

Main () {
Read a circuit;
Initialization ();
Place gates randomly;
Route_nets ();
Evolution ();
Report results;

Initialization () {
n number of gates;
m number of nets;
b =0.25 n;
R=20n;
lower_bound max (contact net number of gates);

Route_nets () { /* left-edge-first algorithm *

set Toccupied, FALSE for each track t,;
for each slot sg occupied by gate gg from left to right {

for each net n connected to gate gi {
if (net n. has not been routed) {

choose a track t, whose Toccupied FALSE;
route net ni on track t;
Toccupied, TRUE;

}
else if (net n. has been routed already on on track t,)

Toccupied, FALSE;
}

}
}
calculate track_usage;
calculate compactness ratio for each net;

Evolution () {
c= R;
best_result track_usage;
while ((c > 0) or (track_usage > lower_bound)) {

Select_gates ();
Sort_gates ();
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Allocate_gates ();
Route_nets ();
if (track_usage < best_result) {

best_result track_usage;
Update_gate_sequence ();
c=c+R;

}
else if (track_usage best_result) {

best_result track_usage;
Update_gate_sequence ();
c=c-1;

}
else if (track usage > best_result) {
Restore_gate_sequence ();
c=c-1;

Select_gates () {
for each gate g calculate Qr(gi’, f);
move b gates with largest Qr(g; f) to a queue.
sort the gates in the queue with the key Q(gi; f).

}

Allocate_gates () {
for ith gi in queue { /* 1 to b */

for jth slot sj calculate Qh(gi; sj); /* 1 to b + 1 */

place gi in slot s, in which Qh(g; s,) is maximum;
}

}
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